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The mobile telecoms industry in Africa has burgeoned in recent years, but slowing revenue growth, increasing 

costs and shareholders demanding returns are forcing operators to consider the next wave of investment. This 

article examines their options and suggests that lessons can be learned from operators in other parts of the world. 

Mobile penetration has grown dramatically in Africa during the past 5 years, from 29% to 69%. According to 

GSMA Intelligence, 358 million people on the continent are now connected. This growth has been driven by the 

issue of new licences: the average number of GSM licences in African countries is currently 3.8, and at least 13 

countries have four or more GSM operators (see Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Number of mobile operators present by country, Africa [Source: Analysys Mason, 2013] 

 

Note: Countries coloured red, orange and yellow all face intense competition. 
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This glut in mobile networks helped to drive the African mobile industry to mass-market adoption. Low tariffs 

from many operators competing for customers enabled the industry to grow quickly, but the days of 'land grab' 

are now limited. Operators need to consider the next wave of investment – with slowing revenue, increasing 

costs and shareholders demanding returns, M&A is a likely option. 

Mobile operator M&A has occurred in Europe – for example, T-Mobile and Orange merged their UK operations 

under the single 'EE' brand. In Africa, Bharti Airtel's takeover of Warid Telecom in Uganda is possibly the 

clearest message yet that M&A is a perfectly viable consolidation strategy, one clearly recognised by Charles 

Mbire, Chairman of MTN Uganda: "Uganda is a market for at best two companies ... I think there will be 

consolidation. The anarchy in the market has to stop. Out will come realism, real prices and then we can invest 

much more."
1
 

However, M&A is extremely difficult. The model is not fully proven in the mobile telecoms market, where dual 

brand issues are strong enough to negate all operational benefits. M&A often happens too late, when both 

operators are in deep trouble and shareholders are forced to take radical action. Regulators are wary of allowing 

M&A activity because it can completely remove a competitor from the market – a competitor that helps keep 

prices low for consumers. Furthermore, it can create a spectrum 'giant', which also generates regulatory issues. 

The Uganda deal was quick to win approval from the national regulator, but many others may be more reluctant 

to see their hard-fought competitive market reduced to a duopoly through M&A. The industry needs another 

solution – and that is network sharing. 

African operators are already passive network sharers. Tower deals in Africa are common: 20 deals have been 

completed throughout the continent. However, as passive network expansion slows and operators focus on 

network capacity, equipment refreshes and new technologies, the benefits of passive sharing become limited, 

which is where active sharing becomes necessary. Active network sharing is a much more complex topic than 

tower sharing. Active networks are vital to mobile operators and are the revenue-generating assets that define it 

as an operator. Sharing such assets with a competitor is still relatively uncommon and only a few CEOs/CTOs in 

Africa have first-hand experience. 

Operators in Australia and Sweden were in the first wave of 3G network-sharing deals in the early days of 3G 

roll-out, partly because of the nature of their geographies – large, sparsely populated areas make the economics 

of active network sharing very attractive. Since then, more than 40 network-sharing deals have been announced 

in Europe alone. 

What can Africa learn from this wealth of network-sharing experience? 

 Sharing deals can be struck and successfully executed, so executives do not need to be afraid of them. 

Large groups, such as Vodafone and Orange, have been involved both in active sharing and in Africa, so 

these companies will lead the way in understanding the benefits and the processes. 

 The most proactive operator often gets the best deal. When a network-sharing deal between two 

operators has been struck, then the remaining operators in that country are obliged to respond. An operator 

that actively engages with its best partner and is first in securing a deal, develops a real competitive 

advantage. 

 Regulators and competition authorities need to be cognisant of the value of active network sharing. 

M&A can deliver greater benefits to the operators, but the competitive impact on the market should not be 

                                                           
1
  Thompson Reuters (New York, NY, 2013), MTN Uganda eyes domestic takeovers after rivals' tie-up. Available at 

http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/05/01/mtn-uganda-ma-idUSL6N0DI1JI20130501. 
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ignored. Regulators should be aware of the different network-sharing models, the impact on spectrum and 

how a transaction can best be used to improve the overall market – a particularly relevant point, given that 

the current regulatory model of issuing new licences to increase competition will not work in maturing 

markets. 

Consolidation in Africa will happen – it is just a matter of timing. Proactive operators can drive that 

consolidation through M&A and network sharing, and by matching strategies with market position and 

regulatory approval. Sitting back and waiting for the returns to roll in is no longer an option. Only proactive 

business leaders will be winners in the now inevitable network consolidation across Africa. 


